
Maths Policy (updated Jan 2024)

Intent

Vision

Mathematics is an essential skill in everyday life. It provides children with a way of viewing and making sense of
the world in which they live. Building on their own experience it encourages thinking and reasoning skills,
embraces natural curiosity and develops the confidence to tackle problems which arise, not only in mathematics,
but also in other areas of the curriculum. At West Earlham Infant and Nursery School (WEINS) we endeavour to
make maths a practical subject where challenges are accepted and solved, and mistakes are recognised as part
of the learning journey. We aim to foster an environment where all children reach their full potential and develop
resilience to problem solving.

Aims

1. To promote a positive attitude to mathematics for all children, enabling them to approach mathematical
activities with confidence, understanding and pleasure.

2. To develop confidence and mental fluency with whole numbers, counting and place value.
3. To o�er varied and frequent practice of problem solving, increasing in complexity over time.
4. To develop reasoning skills and independence in problem solving.
5. To provide a unique creative curriculum which meets the needs of The Early Years Foundation Stage and

Key Stage 1 National Curriculum.
6. To provide clear methods and strategies for children to use to solve problems.
7. To enjoy the fascination of mathematics and develop an appreciation of numbers, patterns and

relationships within mathematics and links to other curriculum areas.
8. To build upon and extend children’s previous experiences and ensure progression in the development of

their understanding, knowledge and use of mathematical language.
9. To accurately assess children’s progress in mathematics using formative assessment to ensure we

provide the appropriate next steps and support in their learning.
10. To engage families with the maths taught in school so that they can share in, and support, their children’s

learning journey.
11. To see children master each step of maths in their learning journeys.

Implementation

Teaching and Learning: Early Years Foundation Stage
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Mathematics is a specific area of learning in the Foundation Stage, divided into three categories:

1. Number
2. Patterns and connections
3. Spatial reasoning

In the Early Years, children are taught mathematics through short inputs, songs, stories, routines, games and play.
They have the opportunity to develop their understanding of number, measurement, pattern, shape and space. In
reception, an explicit maths input is taught at least four times a week, with carefully planned linked activities and
resources provided in the environment for the children to explore, and to support their mathematical
development. The classroom environment is enhanced in a way which allows children to consolidate their
learning and practice their mathematical skills.

Teaching and Learning: Key Stage 1

In Years 1 and 2 lessons are focused on developing basic mathematical skills, fluency, reasoning, and problem
solving, and providing opportunities for children to develop a deep understanding of mathematical concepts.
Lessons are taught daily during the morning.

● All lessons begin with a ‘Flashback 4’ or a consolidation activity. This allows children to develop problem
solving skills and mental maths/fact recall as they explore maths questions linked to prior learning.

● Each term, year one and year two have a di�erent multiplication to focus on. E.g. when we count the
children, perhaps it is done in that multiplication.

● Adults introduce relevant maths vocabulary and refer to this. It is the expectation that the current maths
vocabulary focus is displayed in the KS1 classes on the maths working wall. Sta� will make reference to
this wall each session to highlight that it is an interactive space and a tool to use.

● STEM sentences are displayed alongside the key vocabulary for that week. Again, sta� will make
reference to this and expect children to use these key sentences through My Turn Your Turn, and then
eventually independently as they deepen their understanding.

● Key vocabulary and STEM sentences will be in all planning throughout the school.
● Children understand the focus of their learning. This might be through a shared learning objective,

success criteria or an outcome. There will be a plenary at the end of each adult directed input which can
take the form of a final problem to solve, a true or false, a recap or addressing a misconception.

● Throughout the lesson children are encouraged to talk to each other and develop their understanding
and higher-order skills through activities. In KS1, children explore 2 challenges with their peers. They are
encouraged to be collaborative and verbalise their working out / thought processes.

● During maths lessons children work as a whole class, in groups, in pairs or independently depending on
the concepts being taught.

● In KS1, maths Mon-Thurs is planned with 3 activities. Two that are collaborative and last 5* minutes each.
The third is independent and can be up to 15* minutes long. This is so we can see children solve problems
in a variety of ways and also learn from their peers, prior to independent application.

● On a Friday, Year One and Year Two have a problem solving input, with a focus on the week's small steps.
Each table will have an activity linked to the unit’s learning objectives and children will rotate through this
space, engaging in di�erent focussed activities.

● Each classroom has a specific maths area where the children can practise maths skills in the continuous
provision. Activities are planned in accordance with the National Curriculum objectives being taught.

● Children have opportunities to use concrete objects to deepen their understanding and to avoid
misconceptions.

● Plenaries come at the end of every maths input to allow adults to check children's understanding of the
small steps. This allows for any gaps and misconceptions to be addressed in the moment.
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● Most weeks in Year 1 and Year 2 learning consists of four sequenced lessons and on the final day children

will do a REVISIT, REVIEW, RECAP lesson where they will have the opportunity to embed the skills learnt
during the four days, have misconceptions challenged and have the chance to practise and revisit
previously learnt skills through problem solving opportunities.

● Children in KS1 can access Maths Challenge Mats, on which they can practise fluency of skills and either
work on these in small groups with an adult or during independent learning time.

Displays

In Key Stage One, classes have maths working walls where current learning is shown. It is expected that all
teaching sta� make reference to these working walls whilst teaching to make them interactive. In these spaces,
each time the children learn something new in a unit, it is represented on the wall. We also expect adults to
display current vocabulary which is the focus of the learning, and STEM sentences we are working on too. The
purpose of these words and phrases being on display is to support the children in knowing what our current
focus is, as well as for the adults, so the same language is being used and embedded.
In EYFS, there are also dedicated spaces on walls for maths. These are used as a part of the continuous provision,
and enhance children's exploration through links to counting songs, counting beads, numicon etc.

Resources

Each class has well organised concrete maths resources, which are ‘real’ where possible. These include:
● 100 number squares (KS1)
● Bead strings (KS1)
● Clocks
● Coins
● Counters
● Dice
● Diennes / Base 10 (KS1)
● Dominoes
● Maths Challenge Mats (KS1)
● Maths games
● Multi-link
● Number cards
● Number lines
● Number fans (KS1)
● Number stick (one per class)
● Numicon
● Place value / arrow cards
● Rekenreks
● Rulers
● Shapes (2D, 3D)
● Tens frames
● Vocabulary display (KS1)
● Watches (KS1)

Children are encouraged to access these independently and look after resources appropriately. There is a
centrally based selection of resources (e.g. scales, weights and capacity containers), which are available in the
maths cupboard.

Feedback, Next Steps and Targets
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Feedback is given to children orally and in the moment. In KS1, books are live marked which allows for adults to
sit alongside children and comment on their learning, highlighting what has gone well and if there have been any
“magical mistakes”. Adults are encouraged to use the term “magical mistakes” as it allows for misconceptions to
be highlighted and errors to be corrected in a positive manner. We know good practice is modelling errors and
misconceptions ourselves, and showing children how we problem solve these.
Our feedback and marking policy was updated in Summer 2023 and this included a section dedicated to maths
marking and feedback. A consistent use of code and terms allows for children to become familiar with what has
been written in their books. We underline numbers formed incorrectly and model the correct formation on the
page. We ask the children to copy this 5 times. ‘NS’ is used for Next Steps (what can a child do to take their
learning further and continue to make progress i.e count forward in 2s to 20) and ‘OF’ is written when Oral
Feedback has been given (what can children do in the moment). These act as targets for the children.
Some children will be set additional targets, depending on their current assessments and/or if they’re on the
SEND register for Cognition & Learning. We use the NAP’s (Norfolk Assessment Pathways) to map out these
targets so small step progress is achievable.
In the EYFS, next steps and small step targets are identified for children through assessments, observations and
interactions. These progress steps are shared with parents in a short and specific target sheet during learning
review meetings. When somebody is a focus child, their families/carers are given their child’s next steps which
includes information about their child’s current maths learning, on Tapestry. It is encouraged for all early years
families to have Tapestry on their mobile devices, so they can see observations and targets as they are created.

Culture, Diversity, Inclusion, Di�erentiation and Pupils with SEND

At West Earlham Infant and Nursery School we are committed to ensuring the active participation and progress
of all children in their learning. All children are given equal opportunities to achieve the best possible outcome.
regardless of their current attainment and irrespective of gender, ethnic, social or cultural background, religion,
home language, or any other aspect that could a�ect their participation or the progress of which they are
capable.
The mastery supports di�erentiation through the support and intervention provided to di�erent children, not in
the topics taught. This means that the content taught is largely the same, but the questioning and sca�olding
individual children receive in class as they work through problems will di�er. In exceptional circumstances, if a
child’s needs are best met by adapting independent tasks, including coverage of the content from a previous
year, specific arrangements for the provision of children with SEND are shared with relevant sta� and are
communicated to families at SEND reviews and parent review meetings.
Children are not grouped according to their attainment in maths. Di�erentiation can be seen in planning, through
questions and support given, through use of practical activities and di�erent ways of recording by the children. It
is led by the needs of the children as identified by their targets or School Support Plans. Adults in the classroom
are deployed by the class teacher to support or extend children.
Some children sometimes need further support to grasp certain mathematical concepts. We work with all
children at varying times in the day to make sure they have a chance to catch up on concepts they find
challenging. This is done with an adult and can be on a 1:1 basis or small group work.
With interventions, teachers plan activities to help bridge gaps in children’s learning, further develop their
understanding of current concepts, and give children a solid foundational knowledge of number to build upon.
Math’s interventions happen weekly in KS1, and in EYFS, focus children engage in inputs to support their progress
and development.
At WEINS, we share with sta� three key areas to focus on when teaching and planning whole class maths. That
children learn in mixed ability groups (so children can work positively with their peers), that maths is exciting for
boys and girls (so everyone must be represented in their maths learning) and maths if for us all! (how maths is
useful outside of school).

Home Links
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Parents are informed about their child’s targets and next steps in their learning and supported to help their child
at home. In Key Stage 1 parents are invited into class termly to look through their child’s books and children are
encouraged to talk about what they have learnt and what they are working towards (next steps). At parent
review meetings, parents are given a sheet with their child’s targets, as well as resources to support their child at
home (for example number lines and number cards).
Parents are invited to Maths Cafes where they can enjoy maths-linked opportunities with their children in classes
across the school. We know that maths anxiety can mean that parents disengage from school when maths is
mentioned, so we endeavour to show maths as a collection of fun and useful skills. Information on how to
manage maths anxiety and support our families is available for sta� to read in the sta�room, as well as
information being shared directly with parents on how to manage these feelings in themselves and in their
children.
Once every half term children are given a Whole School Maths Challenge. This is a fun, practical activity the
children can enjoy at home which helps to develop children’s mathematical fluency, reasoning and problem
solving. Each Maths Challenge is introduced on Class Dojo to highlight the event. Stickers are given to the children
as an acknowledgement of their participation.
All classes have a Maths Monkey. Children all get a chance to take Maths Monkey home and do an activity of
their choosing, which they can evidence in the accompanying book.
On Maths Monkey’s birthday (February) the children celebrate with a maths-themed day with activities to
promote a love of maths from Nursery to Year 2. It is a non-uniform day where children have the opportunity to
wear something maths related. They attend a whole school maths birthday assembly and enjoy maths
throughout the day.

Maths Coordinator’s Role and Responsibilities

The maths lead attends regular training with other subject coordinators from the county and shares updates,
new resources and strategies with the rest of the sta�. In addition, it is their job to:

● Act as an advocate for maths through best practice by modelling lessons, as appropriate, to new sta�,
ECTs and peers, to support continued professional development.

● Ensure classroom environments are conducive to learning, through e�ective displays, vocabulary, and
the accessibility and availability of resources.

● Review the maths policy and monitor its implementation. To support and guide in the successful
implementation of changes and improvements for maths school wide (mastery).

● Develop a focused and achievable action plan for mathematics for the school and monitor its progress.
● To work with sta� to think of ways to support and challenge children, to deepen their understanding of

mathematical concepts.
● Audit centrally held resources, and purchase additional resources when necessary.
● Monitor progression and continuity of maths learning across the school through regular learning walks,

‘book looks’ and phase meetings, when appropriate.
● Work collaboratively with sta� to promote continuity and progression.
● Attend relevant inset courses, and disseminate developments.
● Continually reflect on the SIDP and SEF to ensure we continue to develop as a mastery school.
● To address maths anxiety in sta� and families through shared resources, conversations and support in

person and electronically.
● Organise, and if necessary deliver, sta� training.
● Develop enthusiasm for maths through Maths Monkey, by providing a Maths Monkey for each class and a

Whole School Maths Challenge each half term.
● Report to parents, governors and others when appropriate.

Impact
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The children at West Earlham Infant and Nursery School enjoy maths. It is a practical subject taught through the
direct use of shared manipulatives and with a continual development in understanding of Concrete, Pictorial and
Abstract examples and resources. Teaching emphasis is on problem solving to ensure pupils have the confidence
to independently reason through acquired knowledge and established fluency. We can see that children know
more, remember more and that feedback is e�ective, with children understanding their next steps.

Assessment: Early Years Foundation Stage

On entry to Reception, children have a baseline assessment using the government Reception Baseline
Assessment, as well as teachers conducting their own baseline alongside.. At the end of the Reception year
children are assessed against the Early Learning Goal in Mathematics.
Teaching sequences ensure that children know how to be successful in their independent work and address
common misconceptions. Children in the EYFS are assessed against an online tracking system from on Insight.
The statements on insight are from Development Matters. During the year, in Reception and Nursery,
practitioners continually assess and plan informally and in-the-moment to support children’s next steps and
challenges in mathematics during continuous provision.

Assessment: Key Stage 1

At the start of the year children are assessed in our school baseline assessment. This identifies children who
require intervention on basic mathematical concepts and skills. The baseline assessment is reviewed at the end
of the year. Children are assessed against the learning objective labels in their books using the marking policy.
Learning Objectives are taken directly from the National Curriculum. Children are given time to revisit errors and
misconceptions during class time and during Friday problem solving lessons. Formative assessment is used
throughout lessons to support children’s next steps in learning and to focus on the impact made; this might be
through observations, conversations, use of resources or questioning.
Children in year one and year two are assessed each half term, and this data is uploaded onto the Insight tracker.
Children can be assessed to be pre-key stage, below, working towards, expected or greater depth. Assessments
are made to reflect a child's current level of understanding, so assessments may fluctuate throughout the year.
At times, teachers in KS1 may provide a form of summative assessment to check independent understanding of
topics and independent application of the associated learning. At the end of the year both Year 1 and Year 2
children’s progress is reported to families using the assessment terms outlined above.

Other policies and documents to refer to:

a. Marking and Feedback Policy
b. SIDP and SEF

Approval

This policy has been reviewed in line with the 2010 Equality Act and Public Sector Equality Act. Due regard has
been given to equality. This policy will be adopted in January 2024. The date of the next formal review will
be September 2027 and every three years thereafter, unless statutory legislation changes.

Policy approved by the Head Teacher of West Earlham Infant and Nursery School. 

Calculation Policy

Rationale
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As stated in our Maths Policy, at West Earlham Infant and Nursery School we consider mathematics an essential
skill in everyday life. Therefore it is vital that children understand how to perform each of the four operations:
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
The Calculation Policy ensures consistency in teaching throughout the school.

Aims

● To provide a consistent approach to performing the four operations across the school.
● To o�er opportunities for rigorous use of mental maths methods to develop fluency.
● To develop the presentation of number sentences, working out and problem solving.
● To practise and secure e�cient written methods which have a firm grounding in learning and reasoning.
● At West Earlham Infant and Nursery school communication skills are very important. We believe that

children need to be able to speak mathematically in order to think mathematically. We teach children the
mathematical vocabulary they need to enable them to talk about, and explain, their mathematics to
others. We have maths words of the week in all Key Stage 1 classes and these words are then displayed
on the maths working wall. We want our children to e�ectively access this language in their maths
learning.

● All who work with children in their maths are expected to use STEM sentences in their teaching. Teachers
display these STEM sentences in their classrooms (maths working wall or for EYFS in their planning) and
also use these in their maths lessons. MTYT can be an e�ective tool. Children will use these sentences to
answer mathematical questions.

● For each mathematical operation, teachers support and guide children through the following important
stages:

1. Pre-calculation skills:
- Counting objects (including solving simple concrete problems)
- Conservation of number
- Counting as reciting and enumerating
- Recognition of place value

2. Calculation skills:
- Using concrete materials, e.g. counters, Numicon and bead strings to represent numerical activities.
- Using pictures and a mixture of words and symbols to represent numerical activities.

3. Using standard symbols and conventions.
- Children are confident in using a symbol for the 4 operations.
- Adults model using these symbols e�ectively and correctly every time.

4. Using jottings, e.g. empty number lines to aid a mental strategy.
- Using the identified methods we focus on at our school (number lines, tens frames, bar models, part
wholes etc).
- Highlighting the importance of showing your working out and train of thought when problem solving
and reasoning.

5. Using informal written methods, e.g. expanded horizontal methods.
- When children are confident and comfortable, explore other written methods.
- Focusing on the methods identified in the calculations policy below.

● This policy supports the following progression in the development of calculation skills:
- Counting of objects
- Early stages of mental calculations and learning of number facts
- Calculating with larger numbers using informal jottings.
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- Calculating informal written methods.
- Developing e�ciency with informal written methods.

Teaching

● When teaching place value we read the value of each digit as hundreds, tens and ones.
● We read all numbers written during mathematics lessons out loud correctly, e.g. 2016: “two thousand and

sixteen”, 100: “one hundred”.
● We use the word ‘calculation’ or ‘number sentence’, not ‘sum’, which is a synonym for ‘add’.
● Any written calculation is presented horizontally and in a ‘complete’ way, e.g. use of ? or □ to represent

any unknown numbers or values, to reinforce the idea of ‘balance’.
● Bar modelling is gradually introduced into maths teaching across the key stages to support children in

bridging the gap between concrete, pictorial and abstract mathematical thinking.
● CPA (concrete, pictorial and abstract) modelling and teaching to be consistent cross the school,

appropriate to the children’s age and stage of development and understanding. We want children to be
confident in using resources, drawing to work out and finally use numbers in their mathematics.

● We read out what we are writing when doing any mathematical recording. Verbalising thought processes
and mental maths.

● Children are expected to answer spoken questions in complete sentences and to include a rationale in
their answer, e.g. “...because...”

● Teachers use every opportunity to teach and reinforce the understanding of equivalence = as ‘equal to’
rather than ‘the same as’ or ‘makes’. Strategies to achieve this include presenting calculations in di�erent
order, e.g. 30 = 2 + 10, 10 + 20 = 30. This can be demonstrated by providing children with balance scales
and Numicon to complete missing number calculations.

● Children are shown how to set out their mathematical recordings clearly and neatly. We expect children
to replicate the teacher's presentation in their own work.

● We teach children signs/actions for the four operations +-=×÷.

Importance of vocabulary

The 2014 National Curriculum places great emphasis on the importance of pupils using the correct mathematical
language as a central part of their learning. Children will be unable to articulate their mathematical reasoning if
they lack the mathematical vocabulary required to do so. It is therefore essential that teaching using the
strategies outlined in this policy is accompanied by the use of appropriate mathematical vocabulary. New
vocabulary should be introduced in a suitable context (for example with relevant real objects, apparatus, pictures
or diagrams) and explained carefully. High expectations of the mathematical language used are essential, with
teachers modelling and only accepting what is correct. The progression of the vocabulary through the year
groups can be seen in the Maths Progression of Skills document.
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Link to the Maths progression document, updated January 2024.
Maths Progression Document updated Jan 2024
Here you can find age specific vocabulary.
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